Abstract. We prove several long-standing conjectures about the structure of the residual intersections. More precisely for an s-residual intersection J = a : I in a Cohen-Macaulay local ring R where I satisfies some sliding depth conditions, it is shown that J is unmixed,
Introduction
The concept of residual intersection essentially goes back to Artin and Nagata [AN] . The notion is a vast generalization of linkage (or liaison) which is more ubiquitous, but also harder to understand, than linkage. Let X and Y be two irreducible closed subschemes of a Noetherian scheme Z with codim Z (X) ≤ codim Z (Y ) = s and Y ⊂ X, then Y is called a residual intersection of X if the number of equations needed to define X ∪ Y as a subscheme of Z is the smallest possible, i.e. s. Precisely, if R is a Noetherian ring, I an ideal of height g and s ≥ g an integer, then
• An (algebraic) s-residual intersection of I is a proper ideal J of R such that ht(J) ≥ s and J = (a : R I) for some ideal a ⊂ I which is generated by s elements.
• A geometric s-residual intersection of I is an algebraic s-residual intersection J of I such that ht(I + J) ≥ s + 1. The theory of residual intersections entered to the center of interest since the late 1980's. Its development was along other progresses in commutative algebra and algebraic geometry such as deformation theory [HU1] and approximation complexes [HSV] , [KU] . The works of Huneke, Ulrich, Eisenbud, Chardin, Kustin, Miller among others, such as [HU] , [KU] , [BKM] , [U] etc. show the importance and the intricacy of the problems involving the residual intersection, as well as in [BEM] , [CU] , [CPU] , [E] , [CEU] , as some examples, one finds applications of residual intersections in the theories of resultants, rational singularities, multiplicities, projective dimensions, secant varieties, etc. One should add to the above lists the very recent works [CEU1] , [EU] , [HHU] which show the renewed interest to the subject.
During the development of the theory, the following long-standing assertions were implicitly conjectured: Conjecture 1.1. Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay(CM) local ring and I which is Strongly CohenMacaulay (SCM) or even just satisfies Sliding depth (SD). Then (1) R/J is Cohen-Macaulay.
(2) The canonical module of R/J is the (s − g + 1)th symmetric power of I/a, if R is Gorenstein.
(3) depth(R/a) = dim(R) − s.
(4) J is unmixed.
(5) The Hilbert series of R/J depends only on I and the degrees of the generators of a.
The first conjecture essentially goes back to [AN] , it has been asked as an open question in [HU] . However in the Sundance conference in 1990 [U1] , Ulrich mentioned the above conjectures (1) − (4) as desirable facts to be proved. The conjecture about the Hilbert function is rather recent and has been asked by Chardin, Eisenbud and Ulrich in [CEU] .
The structure of the free resolutions of R/J is still far out of reach to be conjectured although there are some known cases on the edge such as complete intersections, perfect ideals of height 2 and perfect Gorenstein ideals of height 3, [BKM] and [KU] .
It should be mentioned that these conjectured are proved if one suppose in addition that the ideal I has locally few number of generators, a condition which is called G s , or if it has a deformation with G s property. Passing time the G s condition became a 'standard' assumption in the theory of residual intersection which is not avoidable in some cases. However the desire is to prove the above assertions without restricting local number of generators of I.
The Cohen-Macaulay-ness of R/J has been proved by the first author in [Ha] for geometric sresidual intersections. The proof of this theorem makes use of a finite complex of not necessarily free modules. This approximation complex is a good substitution for free resolutions of residual intersections.
In the current paper we introduce a family of complexes { i Z +
• } ∞ i=0 which approximate ith symmetric power of I/a, Sym i R (I/a) for i > 1. The idea to define this family has been inspired by [Ha] in which the single complex 0 Z +
• is treated. The study of this family of complexes shed some light on the structure of residual intersections so that we not only prove the above assertions but also bring much information which were not known even in the presence of the G s condition such as Theorem 2.12, Proposition 3.2, Proposition 3.4, Corollary 4.6 and all results in section 5.
We now describe the content of this paper. A flavor of our main results in the Section 2 is the following Results. Let (R, m) be a CM local ring of dimension d, I an ideal with ht(I) = g > 0. Let s ≥ g, 1 ≤ k ≤ s − g + 2 and J = (a : I) any (algebraic) s-residual intersection. Suppose that I is SCM . Then
/a) and the latter is CM of dimension d − s; the acyclicity of k Z + • implies conjecture(5); (Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 3.1). • depth(R/a) = d − s; (Corollary 2.9).
• J is unmixed of codimension s; (Corollary 2.9).
• ω R/J = Sym s−g+1 (I/a), if the residual is arithmetic and R is Gorenstein; (Corollary 2.14) In comparison, obtaining the structure of the canonical module in the absence of G s condition is more astonishing. To achieve this we show that under the above mentioned hypotheses, Sym s−g+1 (I/a) is a faithful maximal Cohen-Macaulay R/J-module of type 1. Concerning the type of modules, we prove even more. We show in Theorem 2.12 that the following inequality holds for any 1 ≤ k ≤ s − g + 1, r R (Sym k (I/a)) ≤ r + s − g − k r − 1 r R (R).
As it was already stated, the free resolution of R/J is not still predictable. Although in the case where I is a complete intersection a slight modification in the structure of the family { k Z + • } makes each member of this family a free resolution of its zeroth homology, alas, these free resolutions (in the complete intersection case) are so huge that except the immediate consequences such as projective dimension we could not derive more information.
In section 3, we present several applications of the theorems and constructions so far. We state how much the Hilbert functions of R/J and R/a depend on the generators and degrees of I and a. The graded structure of k Z +
• shows that if I satisfies the SD 1 condition, then reg(Sym
for k ≥ 1. These applications have not been known even if ideal I satisfies the G s condition.
Finally in this section, by a combination of older and newer facts, we show that if I is SCM and evenly linked to a G s ideal (or has a deformation with these properties) then H 0 ( 0 Z + • ) = R/J for any (algebraic) s-residual intersection J, Proposition 3.4, notice that whenever
• approximate R/J so that we may derive some information of R/J, such as Hilbert function and regularity, from 0 Z +
• . In section 4, we try to understand better the structure of complex 0 Z +
• in the case where I/a is principle, say I = (a, b). We find in Theorem 4.4 that
. This fact shows how much the homologies of Z +
• complexes may depend on the generating sets, as well it shows a tight relation between uniform annihilator of Koszul homologies and acyclicity of Z + • . As a byproduct, Corollary 4.6 suggests that in the way of studying the properties of colon ideals, the residual intersection assumption may be relaxed by assuming that IH i (a 1 , · · · , a s ) = 0 locally in codimension s − 1.
Motivated by the facts in section 4, we investigate the uniform annihilator of positive Koszul homologies in Section 5. Not much is known about the annihilator of Koszul homologies, in a recent work Corso, Huneke, Katz and Vasconcelos [CHKV] establish relations between the annihilator of Koszul homologies and the integral closure of an unmixed ideal. In this section some relations between the Koszul annihilators and residual intersections of ideals with sliding depth are revealed. Among others it is shown in Theorem 5.4 that for an s-residual intersection J = (a : I). If I satisfies SD and depth(R/I) ≥ d − s, so does a. This is an interesting result since for a long time it was known that the residual intersections of the ideal a, under some extra conditions, are Cohen-Macaulay although no one was aware of the SD property of a. Finally in Corollary 5.6, it is shown that under some natural conditions, I = Ann(H j (a)) for an s-residual intersection J = (a : I). Surprisingly this result contradicts [CHKV, Corrolary 2.7] which is based on an unpublished result of G. Levin. At last a simple example of residual intersections confirms the contradiction.
Residual Approximation Complexes
In this section we introduce a family of complexes which approximate the residual intersection and some of its related symmetric powers. We denote this family by
was already defined in [Ha] and used to prove the CM-ness of arithmetic residual intersection of ideals with sliding depth.
Throughout this section R is a Noetherian ring of dimension d, I = (f ) = (f 1 , · · · , f r ) is an ideal of grade g ≥ 1, although by adding one variable we may as well treat the case g = 0 but
for simplicity we keep the assumption g ≥ 1. a = (a 1 , · · · , a s ) is an ideal contained in I, s ≥ g, J = a : R I, and S = R[T 1 , · · · , T r ] is a polynomial extension of R with indeterminates T i 's.
We denote the symmetric algebra of I over R by S I or in general the symmetric algebra of an R-module M by Sym R (M ) and the kth symmetric power of M by Sym k R (M ) . We consider S I as an S-algebra via the ring homomorphism S → S I sending T i to f i as an element of (S I ) 1 = I To set one more convention, when we draw the picture of a double complex obtained from a tensor product of two finite complexes (in the sense of [W, 2.7 .1]), say A B; we always put A in the vertical direction and B in the horizontal one. We also label the module which is in the up-right corner by (0, 0) and consider the labels for the rest, as the points in the third-quadrant.
k Z +
• complexes. The first object in the construction of the family of k Z + • complexes is one of the approximation complexes-the Z-complex [HSV] . We consider the approximation complex
The second object is the Koszul complex K • (γ, S):
The last object which is applied for the construction is theČech complex of S with respect to
• which rises up to two spectral sequences for which the second terms of the horizonal spectral are
and the first terms of the vertical spectral are
It then leads to define the following sequence of complexes indexed by k ≥ 0:
Since the vertical spectral (4.1) collapses at the second step, the horizonal spectral converges to the homologies of H r g (D • ). Since all of the homomorphisms are homogeneous of degree 0, the convergence will be the case for any graded component. Therefore for any k ≥ 0 there exists a
, for all l ≥ 2; Hence we have the following chain of maps for which except the isomorphism in the middle all are canonical, recall that the map on the right is given by (2.2):
We denote the composition of the above chain of R-homomorphisms by τ k .
Finally, we define the promised family of complexes as follows: For any integer k, k Z + • is a complex of length s consists of two parts: the right part which is ( 0 E hor ) [k] and the left part that is ( 1 E ver ) [k] . These parts are joined via τ k . More precisely:
, while replacing S with the free module H r g (S) [k] and giving a shift by r − 1 for i > k. The structure of k Z +
• is in two ways depending on the generating sets, namely it depends on the generating set of I, f , and the expression of the generators of a in terms of the generators of I, c ij . However, for k ≥ 1, we have
2.2. Acyclicity and Cohen-Macaulayness. One more occasion where the properties of k Z +
• are independent of the generating sets of I and a is the following lemma which is crucial to prove the acyclicity of k Z + • .
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a Noetherian ring and a ⊆ I be two ideals of R. If I = a, then every
Proof. Since the approximation complex
gives rise to the horizontal spectral sequence with second terms 2 E −i,−j hor
and consequently
hor which is a sub-quotient of 2 E −i,−j hor . By the convergence of the spectral sequence to the homologies of the total complex H • (D • ), it is straightforward to deduce that
Once more we study the spectral sequences arisen from C • g ⊗ D • as it was already mentioned in (2.8). Applying (2.10), we draw both horizontal and vertical spectral sequence simultanously as follow:
Also by (2.10) there is only one non-zero row in the horizontal spectral. On the other hand g is a regular sequence on D j 's which in turn shows that the vertical spectral is just one line.
• is exact on the left and also on the right hand of τ k . It just remains to proof the exactness in the joint points k and k + 1. For this, note that by (2.10), F 1k = 0 in (2.6). Therefore the map τ k defined in (2.7) is exactly the canonical map
Can.
− −− → Coker(φ k ) [k] which satisfies all we desired.
As already mentioned in the introduction, some sliding depth conditions are needed to prove the acyclicity of the k Z + • complexes.
Definition 2.2. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring of dimension d and I = (f 1 , ..., f r ) an ideal of grade g ≥ 1. Let k and t be two integers, we say that the ideal I satisfies SD k at level t if depth(H i (f ; R)) ≥ min{d − g, d − r + i + k} for all i ≥ r − g − t (whenever t = r − g we simply say that I satisfies SD k , also SD stands for SD 0 ).
Similarly, we say that I satisfies the sliding depth condition on cycles, SDC k , at level t, if
we simply say that I satisfies SDC k .
Some of the basic properties and relations between SD k condition and SDC k are explained in the following proposition.
Let k and t be two integers. Then (1) The properties SDC k and SD k at level t localizes; they only depend on I and not the generating set, if t = r − g.
This implication is also the case if g = 1 and k = 0.
Proof. (1) is essentially proved in [V] . (2) was already proved in [Ha, 2.4] . (3) follows after analyzing the spectral sequences derived from the tensor product of the truncated Koszul complex
and theČech complex, C • m (R). To prove (4), we consider the depth inequalities derived from the short exact sequences 0 (5) we use the fact that SDC k holds for any k at level −1 then a recursive induction applying depth(
In the next Theorem we present sufficient conditions for the acyclicity of k Z +
• . The strategy taken here to prove the acyclicity is the same as the one applied in [Ha] : since the complex is finite we avail ourselves of "lemme d'aciclicité" of Peskine-Szpiro; so that we assume some sliding depth condition and prove the acyclicity in codimension s − 1 wherein I = a which was already treated in Lemma 2.1. Then an induction will show the acyclicity globally. Indeed if one can present any other condition which implies the acyclicity then considering that condition in codimension s − 1 along with some sliding depth condition, one can prove the acyclicity in more interesting cases, see section 4 for instance.
Although the proof here is a little bit more involved than [Ha, 2.8] , we decided to omit it to go faster to newer theorems. The Cohen-Macaulay hypothesis in this theorem is needed only to
Proposition 2.4. Let (R, m) be a CM local ring of dimension d and J = (a : I) an s-residual intersection. Assume that I = (f 1 , ..., f r ) and
• is acyclic, if any of the following hypotheses holds:
Consequently, having a finite acyclic complex whose components have sufficient depth, one can estimate the depth of the zeroth homology.
Suppose that one the following hypotheses holds:
It would be great if one knows the structure of H 0 ( 0 Z + ). As it was already mentioned in the introduction, the Cohen-Macaulayness of residual intersection was proved for geometric residuals in [Ha] wherein it is shown that H 0 ( 0 Z + ) = R/J. The simplification behind the geometric hypothesis is that this hypothesis does not allow irreducible components of J to contain I. However what has been proved in [Ha] is more general than the geometric residual. In fact conjecture (1) has been proved for a third variation of residual intersections which we call arithmetic s-residual intersections: Definition 2.6. Let R be a Noetherian ring, I an ideal of codimension g and let s ≥ g be an integer. An arithmetic s-residual intersection J = (a : I) is an algebraic s-residual intersection such that µ Rp ((I/a) p ) ≤ 1 for all prime ideal p ⊇ (I + J) with ht(p) ≤ s. ( µ denotes the minimum number of generators.) Clearly any geometric s-residual intersection is arithmetic. Moreover for any algebraic s-
which is not geometric all of the colon ideals (a : f i ) are arithmetic s-residual intersection and at least one of them is not geometric.
At this moment it is worth mentioning a couple of remarks about the conditions and levels in Theorem 2.5.
Remark 2.7. All of depth conditions in Theorem 2.5 are satisfied, if any of the following stronger conditions holds:
(iii) k ≤ s − r + 2 and I satisfies SD.
(v) I is strongly Cohen-Macaulay.
Further, under each of these conditions, the acyclicity of k Z +
• is independent of generating sets of I and a.
The cases where k = 0, 1 and s − g + 1 are the most important ones. For k = 0 is related to the structure of R/J, k = 1 is connected to R/a and k = s − g + 1 is about the canonical module of R/J. (2). J has codimension at least s, thus for any p ∈ Ass(R/J), ht(p) ≥ s. On the other hand, Ass(R/J) ⊆ Ass(R/a) and any prime ideal in the latter has codimension less than s by (1) (see [BH, 1.2.13] ) which yields the unmixed-ness of J.
(3). Let p ∈ Ass(R/a), then ht(p) ≤ s, by (1) . If ht(p) < s or p ⊃ J, then a p = I p and thus p ∈ Ass(R/I) otherwise ht(p) = s and p ⊇ J which clearly means p ∈ Ass(R/J). Verification of the last statement is straightforward.
(4) To see this, we refer to the proof of [Ha, Theorem 2.11] wherein it is shown that in the spectral sequence defined in (2.3),
hor ) [0] . Moreover in the case where the residual is arithmetic all of these inclusion are equality. We just notice that ( 2 E 0,0
. Thus once the equality in the above line happens,
is a faithful R/J-module.
The following example shows that the required conditions in Theorem 2.5 are minimal.
x 4 x 5 x 6 x 7 and
Macaulay2 computations show that depth(Z 1 (I)) = 6, depth(Z 2 (I)) = 2 and depth(Z 3 (I)) = 6 hence I satisfies SDC 1 at level 0 but not at level 1. However, Z 1 has enough depth thence condition (ii) in Theorem 2.5 is fulfilled whenever 2 ≤ s ≤ 4. The non-trivial case will be s = 4.
Also depth(R/I) = 4 > d − s = 3. It then follows from Corollary 2.9 that for any 4-residual intersection J = a : I, ht(J) = 4 = µ(a). It is easy to see that I satisfies G ∞ ; hence [EHU, 3.7bis] implies that ℓ(I) ≥ 5. On the other hand the Plüker relations show that
Hence I is not generated by analytically independent elements-that is ℓ(I) = 5. Therefore the same proposition in loc. cit. proves that there must exist a 5-residual intersection J = a : I such that ht(J) > 5. By the latter, Corollary 2.9 guarantees that for that ideal a, the module I/a cannot be CM and thus Theorem 2.5 does not work because SDC 1 at level 1 is not satisfied.
Another point about this example is that depth(R/I 2 ) = 2, according to Macaulay2 ; therefore Ext 5 (R/I 2 , R) = 0. The vanishing of this Ext module would be a sufficient to prove that I is 4-residually S 2 in [CEU, Theorem 4.1] whereas we saw in the above corollary that I is 4-residually unmixed.
As a byproduct, finding the arithmetic rank (the minimal number of generators upto radical) of the ideal I in this example is a question. Recently, A. Singh, according to the results of [LSW] , conjectured that this arithmetic rank is 4. We proved above that the analytic spread of I is 5.
In the case where the residual intersection is geometric we have stronger corollaries.
Suppose that depth(R/I) ≥ d − s and that I satisfies any of the conditions
Then for any geometric
(3) I k + J is a CM ideal of codimension s + 1 and ht(I k + J/J) = 1.
Proof. (1) . Consider the natural map ϕ :
) and by Theorem 2.5, depth(
However, since J is a geometric residual, for any p of codimension ≤ s, either I p = a p or I p = (1).
In the former case
= 0, for k ≥ 1, which implies that p ∈ Ass(K). In the latter case,
Therefore Ass(K) = ∅, hence K = 0. The CM ness of Sym k (I/a) was already shown in Theorem 2.5. To see that I k /aI k−1 is faithful, just notice that J ⊆ aI k−1 : I k and that the equality holds locally in all associated primes of J which are of codimension s.
(2). Consider the canonical map ψ :
which in conjunction with the fact that the residual is geometric shows that ψ is an isomorphism for all 0 ≤ k ≤ s−g +2. Notice that
On the other hand, since the residual is geometric, ht(I k + J) ≥ s + 1 which in turn completes the proof. To see that ht(I k + J/J) = 1, it just enough to notice that R/J is CM.
We now proceed to determine the structure of the canonical module of R/J. This achievement is via a study of the type of the appropriate candidate for the canonical module. Recall that in a Notherian local ring (R, m) the type of a finitely generated module M is the dimension of R/m-vector space Ext 
Proof. Keep notations introduced at the beginning of the section in effect.
First we deal with the case where g = 2. Consider the complex
We study the depth of the components of this complex. Z r−1 = R hence depth( k Z + r+s−1 ) = d. For k ≤ j ≤ s − 2, the first cycle which appears in D r+j is Z r−s+j and it has depth equal to
by SCM condition, which is at least d − s + (j + 1) + 1. As for the right part of the complex we have depth(
Summing up we have
(2.12) Now, let ht(I) = g ≥ 2. We choose a regular sequence a of length g − 2 inside a which is a part of a minimal generating set of a. I/a is still SCM by [H, Coroolary 1.5] , moreover J/a = a/a : I/a. Recall that µ(a) = s, Corollary 2.9, therefore J/a is an (s − g + 2)-residual intersection of I/a which is of height 2. Hence we return to the case g = 2 so that
(see [BH, Exercise 1.2.26] ).
Remark 2.13. In the above Theorem the inequality holds as well for k = 0 saying that
Everything is now ready to exploit the structure of the canonical module Proof. Without losing the generality, we may suppose that g ≥ 2, otherwise we may add a new variable x to R and consider ideals a + (x) and I + (x) in the local ring R[x] m+(x) wherein we have J + (x) = (a + (x)) : (I + (x)).
R/J is CM by [Ha] . According to Theorem 2.5, Corollary 2.9 and Theorem 2.12 Sym s−g+1 (I/a) is a maximal CM, faithful R/J-module and of type 1, respectively. Therefore it is the canonical module of R/J by [BH, 3.3.13] . Next fact follows from Corollary 2.11.
To see that R/J is generically Gorenstein, notice that for any prime ideal p ⊇ J of codimension It is shown in [CEU, Theorem 2.1] that ideals with some slight depth conditions in conjunction with G s−1 or G s satisfy these two conditions. In this direction we have the following result which in addition to show the validity of the above conditions (A1) and (A2) under some sliding depth condition, provides a method to compute the desired Hilbert functions. The next important numerical invariant associated to an algebraic or geometric object is the Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity. Here we present an upper bound for the regularity of
Then the Hilbert function of H
. These upper bound generalize the previous results in the case where k ≥ 1 and improve them by removing the G s condition when the bound is attained.
Assume that R = n≥0 R n is a positively graded *local Noetherian ring of dimension d over a Noetherian local ring (R 0 , m 0 ) set m = m 0 + R + . Suppose that I and a are homogeneous ideals of R generated by homogeneous elements f 1 , · · · , f r and a 1 , · · · , a s , respectively. Let deg f t = i t for all 1 ≤ t ≤ r with i 1 ≥ · · · ≥ i r and deg a t = l t for 1 ≤ t ≤ s. For a graded ideal b, the sum of the degrees of a minimal generating set of b is denoted by σ(b). (ii) r + k ≥ s + 1, I satisfies SDC 2 at level s − g − k and depth(
as well reg (H 0 
Proof. The proof of this fact is essentially the same as that of [Ha, Theorem 3.6 ] wherein the case of k = 0 and
Here, we just need to substitute the complex C • in loc.cit. with k Z +
• in the current case and adopt the shifts.
The inequality in the above proposition becomes more interesting in particular cases, for example if R is a polynomial ring over a field and k = 1 this inequality reads as
Hence we have a numerical obstruction for J = (a : I) to be an s-residual intersection.
At the other end of the spectrum we have k = s − g + 1, this case corresponds to the canonical module of R/J Having the graded canonical module in hand we can exploit better the Hilbert function and the Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity. Proof. We may and do assume that g ≥ 2. First suppose that g = 2. We keep the notations defined at the beginning of the section 2 to define k Z + • complex. Considering R as a subalgebra of S = R[T 1 , · · · , T r ], we write the degrees of an element x of R as the 2-tuple (deg x, 0)with the second entry zero. So that deg f t = (i t , 0) for all 1 ≤ t ≤ r, deg a t = (l t , 0) for all 1 ≤ t ≤ s, deg T t = (i t , 1) for all 1 ≤ t ≤ s, and thus deg γ t = (l t , 1) for all 1 ≤ t ≤ s. With these notations the Z-complex has the following shape
Consequently,
and, taking into account that a 1 , · · · , a s is a minimal generating set of a by Corollary refcunmixed,
It then follows that
Notice that deg(T −1 j ) = (−i j , −1). We next turn to the proof of Theorem 2.12 and consider the spectral sequences therein
is indeed an isomorphism, since the latter is a vector space of dimension one. In the graded case all of the homomorphisms in the proof of Theorem 2.12 are homogeneous, therefore the above isomorphism implies that Ext
Since we already know that in the local case ω R/J = Sym s−2+1 (I/a), Corollary 2.14, hence in the graded case we have ω R/J = Sym s−2+1 (I/a)(b + σ(a)). Now suppose that g ≥ 2 and let a = a 1 , · · · , a g−2 be a regular sequence in a which is a part of its minimal generating set. Then ω R/a = R a (b + σ(a)) and moreover we go back to the case where g = 2. We then have
Finally, one may ask whether under the G s condition our methods can contribute more information about the structure of residual intersections than what is known so far. The next result shows that in the presence of the G s condition the complex 0 Z + • approximates R/J for any (algebraic) s-residual intersection J. Proof. Again without losing the generality we suppose that ht(I) = g ≥ 2. It is shown in [HU, Theorem 5.3 ] that under the above assumptions on I there exists a deformation (R ′ , I ′ ) of (R, I) such that I ′ is SCM and G s . Let I = (f 1 , · · · , f r ), a = (a 1 , · · · , a s ) and suppose that a i = r j=1 c ij f j . Let s ij be a lifting of c ij to R ′ and f ′ i be a lifting of f i to R ′ . Set X = (x ij ) to be an s × r matrix of invariants, α : [HU, Lemma 3 .2]J is a geometric s-residual intersection of I ′R . We construct the complex 0 Z +
Assume that π is the projection fromR to R which sends x ij to c ij . By [Ha, Proposition 2 .11], K =J. By essentially the same proof as [Ha, Proposition 2.13 
and by [HU, Theorem 4.7 
Arithmetic Residual Intersections
In this section we scrutinize the structure of the 0 Z + • complex in the case where I/a is cyclic. Quite surprisingly we find that the homologies of 0 Z +
• determines the uniform annihilator of non-zero Koszul homologies. The importance of this fact is that although the Koszul complex is an old object, not much is known about the annihilator of higher homologies. Besides the rigidity and differential graded algebra structure of the homologies, there is an interesting paper of Corso, Huneke, Katz and Vasconcelos [CHKV] wherein the authors make efforts to find out "whether the annihilators of non-zero koszul homology modules of an unmixed ideal is contained in the integral closure of that ideal". However, it seems that the situation of mixed ideals is more involved, for example (taken from loc.cit) for a = (x 2 − xy, y 2 − xy, z 2 − zw, w 2 − zw), Ann(H 1 ) =ā, the integral closure, and Ann(H 2 ) = √ a which shows that the intersection of the annihilators has a better structure than the union. This is an interesting example for us since (a :ā) is a 4-residual intersection withā/a cyclic andā SD.
Since a part of our results works well with arithmetic s-residual intersections, it is worth to mention some general properties of which. The concept of s-parsimonious ideals first appeared in [CEU] , it is shown there that weakly s-residually S 2 ideals which satisfy G s are s-parsimonious [CEU, 3.1] . However if I is an ideal which satisfies the condition of Corollary 2.9 then it follows from [CEU, 3.3 (a) ] that I is sparsimonious. So that we have This remark is another evidence for studying cases where I/a is acyclic.
To exploit the structure of H • ( 0 Z + • (a; a, b), the following lemma is crucial. 
In particular
(ii) If R is a graded ring and b, a 1 , · · · , a s are homogeneous then we have a homogeneous
Proof. To compute the homology modules of D • , we consider the two spectral sequences arisen from its double complex structure (2.1). We put this double complex in the second quadrant
in which we consider R[T 0 ] as an S-module by trivial multiplication
wherein the differentials are induced by those in Z • (f ). As well,
Considering the convergence of the spectral sequences to the homology module of the total
. We compute this homology in two steps.
Step 1 Ker(∂ i ):
. We study two cases: First, if j 1 = 0 for all j that appear in the above presentation of z i , in this case z i ∈ Z ′ i [T 0 ] and moreover
where the last vanishing provided by the fact that
Second, we show that if j 1 = 0 for some j that appears in z i then z i ∈ Ker(∂ i ). Writing 
Step 2 Im(∂ i+1 ): To compute the image, we consider an arbitrary element
do not involve e 0 , the above equation implies that d(z ′′ i+1 ) = 0 and bz
On the other hand
Finally the above two steps show that
.
To see the last assertion, just notice that ((
( 4.3) (ii). In the graded case every thing is homogenous in the above except the first and the last isomorphism in (4.3). To see the desired shift, notice that the bi-degree of T 0 is (deg(b), 1).
Moreover there exists the following homogeneous exact sequence which yields the assertion
Now, we are ready to explain our main Theorem in this section. The dependence of the homology modules of 0 Z + • (a, f ) to the generating sets becomes clear by this theorem, nevertheless it attracts attention to study the uniform annihilator of the Koszul homology modules.
Proof. We study the spectral sequences arisen from the second quadrant double complex
• by definition (2.5) which is the truncated complex 0 Z + • (a, f ) ≥1 . On the other hand, in the horizontal spectral sequence we deal with
· · · 0 0 0
As a summary we have the following corollary 
Proof. We consider the complex 0 Z + • (a; (b, a)). By Theorem 4.4 the hypothesis on the dimensions implies that this complex is acyclic locally in codimension s − 1. Then appealing the acyclicity lemma, the sliding depth hypothesis shows that the complex is acyclic on the punctures spectrum and finally it is acyclic (the same technique which applied to prove Proposition 2.4). Once more applying Theorem 4.4, we conclude the first assertion. The depth inequality follows from the proof of Theorem 2.5.
As a final remark in this section, we notice that if (a : I) is an s-residual intersection then dim(IH i (a)) ≤ d − s for all i. So that the latter property may be considered as a generalization of Residual Intersection.
Uniform Annihilator of Koszul's Homologies
Motivated by the results in the previous section, we study the uniform annihilator of Koszul homologies in this section in a more direct method and with more classic techniques. In the main theorem of this section we see that in any residual intersection J = a : I the sliding depth condition passes from I to a. This fact was known for experts just in the presence of the G ∞ condition [U, 1.8(3) +1.12] which is not that surprising since I is then generated by a d-sequence.
However this was unknown even for prefect ideals of height 2 which are not G ∞ , see [EU] for such an example.
The next interesting result in this section is Corollary 5.6, in which we show that for any residual intersection J = a : I with I sliding depth, I is contained in the uniform annihilator of the non-zero Koszul homologies of a, hence a kind of universal properties for such ideals.
Next proposition is fundamental to prove the aforementioned results though it is also interesting by itself.
.., f r ) ideals, with s ≤ r, J = (a : I) and g = ht(I) = ht(a) ≥ 1. Suppose that ht(J) ≥ n ≥ 1 and that depth (H j (f 1 , f 2 , . .., f r )) ≥ d − r + j for j ≥ r − n + 2, then for any s ≤ k ≤ r and any j ≥ k − n + 2 i) depth (H j 
Suppliment, both assertions hold for sequences of the form
we obtain depth(B j−1 ) ≥ min{depth(
We now consider the exact sequence
The induction hypotheses imply that
At last, we have the inclusion Γ j−1 ⊆ H j−1 where the former has depth at least 2 and the latter has depth at least 1 while the equality holds on the punctured spectrum, by induction hypothesis, so that this inclusion must be an equality, which proves the claim(1) for j − 1.
Applying the above argument for k = r we have depth (H j 
for all j ≥ (r − 1) − n + 2 and that f r H j (f 1 , f 2 , ..., f r−1 ) = 0. However, as far as we fix f 1 , · · · , f s we may change the role of f r with any one of {f s+1 , · · · , f r }. In Other words, we have depth (H j 
Also notice that for any ideal a ⊆ I ′ ⊆ I, ht(a : I ′ ) ≥ ht(a :
and moreover
which completes the proof.
We next want to show, in Lemma 5.3, that under the sliding depth condition, there exists a similar depth inequality for cycles of the Koszul complex. For this, we need the following lemma which is the reminiscence of the inductive Koszul's long exact sequence. 
We will denote the differential of both complexes by d. Let {e 0 , e 1 , ..., e r } be the canonical basis of R r+1 . Every θ ∈ Z ′ j can be written uniquely as a sum θ = e 0 ∧ w + v where e 0 does not appear in terms w and v.
It follows that
We define ϕ : Z j → Γ j−1 to be ϕ(θ) = ϕ(e 0 ∧w+v) = w. The homomorphism ϕ is well defined, as the expression is unique. It is is onto, since for any
is the preimage of w.
Moreover, Z j = ker(ϕ). On one hand, if θ ∈ Z ′ j belongs to Z j , then there is no e 0 in its decomposition in terms of the canonical basis of R r+1 , consequently θ = e 0 ∧ w + v = v and w = 0. On the other hand
The next Lemma is needed in the proof of the main theorem 5.4. Notice that the sliding depth does not pass automatically from homologies to cycles because there is a level restriction, see Proposition 2.3.
.., f r ) ideals, with s ≤ r, J = (a : I) and g = ht(I) = ht(a) ≥ 1. Suppose that ht(J) ≥ n ≥ 1 and that I satisfies SD, then for k ≥ s and
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, IH j (f 1 , f 2 , ..., f k ) = 0 whenever s ≤ k ≤ r and j ≥ k−n+2. Therefore by Lemma 5.2, we have the following exacts sequences for k − 1 ≥ s and j − 1
We will prove the result by a recursive induction on k. If k = r, then it follows from Proposition 2.3. Suppose that the result holds for k ≥ s + 1. Since
we can use a new induction on j to conclude that:
We are now ready to prove the main Theorem of this section. As we mentioned at the beginning of the section, this fact was known just in the presence of the G ∞ condition, under which the problem reduced to study the properties of ideals generated by d-sequences. Here the only assumption is the sliding depth and that depth(R/I) ≥ d − s. Proof. We apply Lemma 5.3 for n = s, it then follows that 
Proof. We will use induction on k. If k = s, then (ii) is clear by Proposition 2.3. Suppose that the result holds for k ≥ s + 1. Then by induction hypothesis, we have
By a similar argument as in the proof of Corollary 5.6,
Then we have the short exact sequences below provided by Lemma 5.2 for any j ≥ k + 1 − s + 1 • If µ(I p ) ≤ s − i for a fix integer i and for all p ∈ Ass(R/I), then I = Ann(H j (a)) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ i.
• If R is Gorenstein and Ass(R/I) = min(R/I) then I = j≥1 Ann (H j (a) ).
Proof. By Corollary 2.9, a is minimally generated by s elements. According to Theorem 5.4, for any j, depth(H j (a)) ≥ d − s + j, in particular ht(p) ≤ s − 1 for any p ∈ Ass(H j (a)) with j ≥ 1.
To show that IH j (a) = 0, we show that it has no associated prime. Notice that IH j (a) ⊆ H j (a), hence for any p ∈ Ass(IH j (a)), ht(p) ≤ s − 1 for which I p = a p . Therefore (IH j (a)) p = 0 as desired.
To see the equality, we localize at associated primes of I which have height at most s − 1 so that I p = a p for them. Now let (a 1 , · · · , a s ) be a minimal generating set of a. If µ(I p ) ≤ s − i then H j (a 1 , · · · , a s ) p has a direct summand of (R/a) p for all 1 ≤ j ≤ i and thus its annihilator is a p = I p . In the case where R is Gorenstein and Ass(R/I) = min(R/I), we see that locally in the associated primes of R/I, I p is unmixed and moreover (a 1 , · · · , a s ) p is not a regular sequence since s > ht(p). Hence for t = ht(I p ), Ann(H s−t (a p )) is the unmixed part of a p = I p which is
The next amazing example shows a benefit of relaxing the G s condition in our Theorems.
However we took this example from [EU] wherein Eisenbud and Ulrich used it to show the necessity of the G s condition in their theorems. . J = (a : I) is a 5-residual intersection of I. I is a perfect ideal of height 2 hence it is SCM. Easily one can see that any prime that contains I must contain p = (x 1 , x 2 ) that is I is p-primary, since it is unmixed. The minimal presentation of I is given by N ; so that Fitt 4 (I) = m as well Fitt 3 (I) ⊂ p because x 2 4 − x 3 x 5 ∈ p, Fitt 2 (I) ⊆ p because any combination of 3 "diagonal" elements contains either 0 or x 1 or x 2 . Thus µ(I p ) = 3, in particular I does not satisfy G 3 . However it completely suits in our Corollary 5.6 for s = 5 and i = 2, hence Ann(H 1 (a)) = Ann(H 2 (a)) = I. Also, since ht(J) = 5, any prime ideal of height 2 which contains a must contain I that means I = a unm .
Since the ring is Gorenstein, we then have I = a unm = Ann(H 3 (a)) (our Macaulay2 system was not able to calculate Ann(H 1 (a)) directly!).
We notice that Corollary 5.6 presents a universal property for any ideal a such that J = (a : I)
is an s-residual intersection of I. For instance in the above example for any other a such that J = (a : I) is a 5-residual intersection of I, we have Ann(H 1 (a)) = Ann(H 2 (a)) = Ann(H 3 (a)) = a unm = I.
Using an unpublished result of G.Levin, it is stated in [CHKV, Corollary 2.7] that If R is a Noetherian ring and a is an ideal of finite projective dimension n, then (Ann (H 1 (a) )) n+1 ⊆ a. Combining this result with the above Corollary 5.6, one faces the strange fact that a and I have a same radical if one adopts the conditions of Corollary 5.6. However the following simple example (taken from [H] ) shows that [CHKV, Corollary 2.7] is not correct.
Example 5.8. Let X = x 1 x 3 x 5 x 7
x 2 x 4 x 6 x 8 be a generic 2 × 4 matrix, J = I 2 (X), a = (x 1 x 4 −x 2 x 3 , x 1 x 6 −x 2 x 5 , x 1 x 8 −x 2 x 7 ) and I = (x 1 , x 2 ). Then J = a : I is a geometric 3−residual intersection of I, J is prime and a = I ∩J hence a is radical. Furthermore Ann(H 1 (a)) = a unm = I which is not contained in a
At the end, we make a conjecture and ask a question. The conjecture which is inspired Here is a curios question arisen by Corollary 5.6.
Question 5.10. Does the equality hold in (⋆), if s > ht(I)?
Finally we present, without proof (a proof is based on Proposition 5.1), the following proposition which is an effort toward Question 5.10.
Proposition 5.11. Let (R, m) be a CM local ring of dimension d, a = (f 1 , f 2 , ..., f s ), I = (f 1 , f 2 , ..., f r ) ideals with s ≤ r and ht(I) = ht(a) ≥ 1. Suppose that ht(a : I) ≥ n ≥ 1.
• If s+1 ≤ r and depth(R/I) ≥ d−n+1, then Ann(H j (f 1 , f 2 , ..., f r )) = I for 0 ≤ j ≤ r−s.
• If I satisfies SD, then for µ ≥ s and µ − g ≥ j ≥ µ − n + 2,
